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About company

the only producer for CIS countries of thermal insulation night blinds and glass
doors systems for commercial refrigeration equipment
Our company operates in Brest since 2011. We have started to produce thermal insula
tion night blinds for refrigerated cabinets for our main customers in Russia and Belarus
by Italian technology of our mother plant ITI Industriale s.r.l.
In 2015 we employed the qualitative standards and most advanced technologies deve
loped by another shareholder company Cisaplast s.P.a. to achieve a high degree of ver
satility and flexibility in production. And we have started to produce also glass doors sys
tems for normal and low temperature cabinets.
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About company

Today our company employs modern standards, the most advanced technologies of the Europe
an level thanks a numerous team of professionals with extensive experience in the industry. To our
customer we provide a wide range of serial product, as well as an individual solution for retrofitting
of refrigerated cabinets and chests of any type.

Icons guide
Height adjustable

Swing doors

Width adjustable

‘Full glass’ effect

Sliding doors

Environment-friendly

Thermal-insulation night blinds
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Manual vertical night blinds of models F1A with a slower (smooth motion
mechanism) and F1B without a slower mechanism for normal temperature
cabinets
FEATURES:
Metallized fiber in the tissue
Perforated tissue
Manufactured by individual customer’s order
	Optional use of slower mechanism
Reduced energy consumption of refrigeration units

High quality thermal insulation night blinds are for commercial refrigeration units. Using a special metallized
fiber in the tissue the fabric becomes durable, meanwhile the perforation of the fabric prevents the conden
sate formation, what could lead to frost. Energy efficient fabric is a unique metallized tissue with antibacte
rial coat. The blinds design offers various types of handles to close the cabinet depending on the customer's
request.
The thermal insulation night blinds are represented in two types: F1A with a slower (mechanism of smooth
motion) and F1B without a slower. The slower ensures smooth closing of the cabinet, that allows to avoid
damages of the refrigeration cabinet in case of sudden closing, and also prolongs the spring life cycle.
The night blinds conform to the standards of the refrigerators producer and to the size of the equipment, so
they can be used both for standard solutions and made for individual orders. The maximum possible dimen
sions are up to 2500 mm wide for 2200 mm in height.
The night blinds reduce significantly the loss of cold and energy consumption up to 35 % after the supermar
ket closure. The application of night blinds is one of the most available energy-saving methods for the food
retail market.

F1A F1B

Thermal-insulation night blinds
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Motorized vertical night blinds of model F3 for normal temperature cabinets
FEATURES:
Motor application for night
blinds closing
Metallized fiber in the tissue
Perforated tissue
Production by individual
customer’s order
Reduced energy
consumption of refrigeration
units

Motorized thermal insulation night blinds as well as manual ones are applicated for
commercial refrigeration equipment to reduce cold loss and energy consumption.
A significant difference from the manual blinds is a presence of tubular motor in
side the tube of shields. The use of the motor by proper cabinet centering, allows
to unite several blinds (up to three) with one motor, ensuring the work of the entire
line up to 10 meters long.
Motorized night blinds as well as manual ones conform to the standards of the re
frigerators producer and to the size of the equipment, so they can be used both
for standard solutions and made for individual orders. The maximum possible di
mensions are up to 3750 mm wide for 2200 mm in height.

Horizontal night blinds of models F5 and F6 for normal temperature chests
FEATURES:
	Application for low
temperature semi-vertical
cabinets
Metallized fiber in the tissue
Perforated tissue
Production by individual
customer’s order
Reduced energy
consumption of refrigeration
units

Horizontal thermal-insulation night blinds are used both to cover nor
mal temperature bonnets, and low temperature semi-vertical cabinets.
Motorized night blinds as well as manual ones conform to the stan
dards of the refrigerators producer and to the size of the equipment,
so they can be used both for standard solutions and made for individu
al orders. The maximum possible dimensions are up to 2500 mm wide
for 2200 mm in height.
The blinds design offers various types of handles to close the cabinet
depending on the customer's request.
The night blinds are mounted to the refrigeration cabinet using an alu
minum cassette which protects the night blind from dirty and allows
to place the price holder. The F5 version differs from the F6 version
in size.

F3

F5 F6

Glass systems for normal temperature
vertical cabinets
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Effective gravity hinged solution made of shockproof PVC
FEATURES:
	Automatic closing
with gravity system hinge
87° automatic door closing
system
Wide vision door with
‘full glass’ effect
Double glazing
Door profiles in shockproof
PVC
Frame profiles in composite
PVC and aluminium
	LED lightning system
(on request)
Grey RAL9006 finish

This glass system is characterized by its functionality, reliability, easy installation
and maintenance. To exclude the warm air flowing into the refrigerated cabinet,
as well as to increase the strength characteristics, was implemented a solution
to use double glazing with external low emission coating and gas inside, both panes
made of tempered glass. The upper and lower hinges have the ability to adjust, pro
viding a perfect alignment between the doors, frame.

This system is user-friendly, also because by opening 87° due to hinges, the doors automatically close,
and by opening more than 90°, the doors are locked, what provides a convenient placing of goods. The use
of gravity hinges guarantees up to 500 000 openings/closures. All used materials are corrosion resistant.
In order to guarantee to the customer the maximum view of products in the supermarkets has been applied
the maximum glazing area of the refrigerated cabinet.
Each system is provided with a specially mounting kit, that permits to reduce the installation time to 20 minu
tes.
CISA 19E is applicable both for OEM new cabinets as well as for retrofitting of open refrigerated cabinets what
allows to compensate and to eliminate all the defects of already installed equipment.
The system conforms to the standards of the refrigerators producer and to the size of the equipment, so it
can be used both for standard solutions and made for individual orders. The maximum possible dimensions
are up to 1250 mm wide for a two-door module and up to 1875 mm for a three-door module for a maximum
height of 1850 mm.
CISA 19E is the best ‘value for money’ hinged door system for positive temperature, guaranteeing up to 65 %
energy saving of the refrigeration system.

CISA 19E

Glass systems for normal temperature
vertical cabinets
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Innovative solution of glass doors with self-closing hydraulic system
FEATURES:
Self-closing hydraulic
system
90° door locking
Wide vision door with
‘full glass’ effect
Double glazing
Door profiles in shockproof
PVC
Frame profiles in composite
PVC and aluminium
	LED lightning system
(on request)
Grey RAL9006 finish

This glass system is characterized by functionality, reliability, easy installation and
maintenance. To exclude the warm air flowing into the refrigerated cabinet, as well
as to increase the strength characteristics, was implemented a solution to use
double glazing with external low emission coating and gas inside, both panes made
of tempered glass. The upper and lower hinges have the ability to adjust, providing
a perfect alignment between the doors, frame.

Distinctive feature of the system are hydraulic hinges, which are patented solution of Artika. Its hydraulic
hinges are fitted on both original and retrofitted BT and TN refrigerating counters to provide optimal cooling
and energy efficiency.
Artika innovative features are:
1. Hydraulic system with high performance guaranteed up to one million cycles.
2. 4 international patents.
3. Quick soft closing system with anti-finger trap use.
4. 90° end-stop for goods loading and unloading operations; soft opening up to 110° in case of accidental
bumps.
5. 85° opening to avoid collision with adjacent doors.
6. Constant pressure on gaskets.

CISA 19L

In order to guarantee to the customer the maximum view of products in the supermarkets has been applied
the maximum glazing area of the refrigerated cabinet.
CISA 19L conforms to the standards of the refrigerators producer and to the size of the equipment, so it can
be used both for standard solutions and made for individual orders. The maximum possible dimensions are
up to 1250 mm wide for a two-door module and up to 1875 mm for a three-door module for a maximum
height of 1850 mm.
CISA 19L is the best ‘value for money’ hinged door system for positive temperature, guaranteeing up to 65 %
energy saving of the refrigeration system.

Glass systems for normal temperature
vertical cabinets
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Compact sliding solution designed without lower slide guides
FEATURES:
Upper rollers with easy to slide
bearings
	Automatic closure with
counterweights and safety
brake
Combined system of PVC
and aluminium profiles
Double glazing with low
emission external coating
and both panes made
from tempered glass
Wide Vision door
Manual locking system to hold
the door open to make shelving
operations easier
Grey RAL9006 finish

CISA 20 is an extremely flexible sliding solution for closing NT refrigerated cabinets, with a minimum inter
nal temperature of 0 °C.
The wide vision concept provides excellent product visibility and valorization, the double glazing with low
emission coating and perimeter gaskets guarantee heat insulation.
The sliding system meets Cisaplast’s high quality standards: 8 high smoothness bearings for each slider en
sure fluid movement.
The automatic closure with integrated counterweights and limit braking system make for comfort, safety,
and silent operation. These features are heightened by the easy of cleaning and the door lock system that
simplifies shelves loading procedures.
This makes CISA 20 extremely practical for shop attendance as well.
CISA 20 conforms to the standards of the refrigerators producer and to the size of the equipment, so it can be
used both for standard solutions and made for individual orders. The maximum possible dimensions are up
to 1250 mm wide for a maximum height of 1850 mm.
The used design selections and materials make it a practical robust product, perfect for any situation. The sli
ding doors provide excellent product visibility and valorization and guarantee to the customers the maximum
view of products in the supermarkets, therefore, CISA 20 is an excellent solution for the shops with limited
space.
CISA 20 guarantees up to 65 % energy saving of the refrigeration system.

CISA 20

Glass systems for normal temperature
vertical cabinets
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A compact hinged glass door covering system is a cost-effective solution
FEATURES:
No additional holes in the glass for hinges fastening
Fastening is carried out on a larger plane
Adjustable open-door lock system that simplifies shelves
loading procedure
Ergonomical cutouts for hand access
Serigraphic printing
Grey color RAL9006 finishing (as an option)

Glass system CISA 23 is one of the best price-quality solution.
The doors of the system are made of 6 mm tempered glass with
low emission hard coating. All glasses pass 100 % input control,
that excludes the defective goods. From the side of low-emission
coating the glass is marked by serigraph printing which indicates
the hand access for opening. According to client’s order is pos
sible to printing also other information. In the glass, there are no
holes for hinges fastening, what completely avoids the possibility
of glass explosion in the points of hinges fastening.
The system frame is made of 2,5 mm aluminum profile, that
makes it rigid and avoids the deformation of refrigeration cabinet
after shelves loading procedure.
The frame attachment points to the cabinet are closed with
a decorative cover, which also protects the system from
the warm coming into the refrigeration cabinet.

CISA 23

The hinges of the product are a mix of polyamide and teflon, such composition prolongs these elements life
time. They allow to adjust the gaps between the doors and the frame in a wide range. The hinges are moun
ted into the PVC profile that is fixed to upper and lower glass ends without any fastening elements (by a spe
cial glue).
The lower hinge design locks the open door in a fixed position and permits to have a wide access to the pro
ducts inside. The return to the closed state is ensured by the special gravity hinge used in the construction.
This solution allows the door to be closed even if the system is installed with a perpendicularity error.
For the purpose of silent (anti-vandal) doors closing, the structure includes a gas lift and a damper.
The system construction guarantees up to 500 000 opening/closing cycles and does not require additional
maintenance (screws fastening).
Cisa 23 conforms to the standards of the refrigerators producer and to the size of the equipment, so it can be
used both for standard solutions and made for individual orders. The maximum possible dimensions are up
to 1250 mm for two-doors system and up to 1875 mm for three-doors system wide for a maximum height
of 1850 mm.
The design and materials of CISA 23 make it practical and reliable product, ideally suitable for any com
mercial refrigeration equipment design. Numerous tests have demonstrated the reliability and durability
of the technical solution and also confirmed up to 59 % energy saving of the refrigeration system.

Glass systems for low temperature
vertical cabinets
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High quality frame system with glass doors characterized by high construction
quality, operating reliability and flexible installation
FEATURES:
Heated insulated triple glazing with low-emission coating
90° door locking system
	Automatic closing with torsion hinges
Aluminum profiles
Heated frame with fluorescent tube lighting (optional LED lighting)

CISA 6 hinged doors systems a reliable basic solution for low-temperature cabinets with minimum tempe
ratures up to -25 °C.
The frame and doors profiles are equipped with heating elements, that makes this solution ideal in critical
climatic conditions where adequate performance can only be provided by the correct sizing of the electric
components. For better product demonstration in the cabinet, low-temperature frames are equipped with
fluorescent lamps. Also, by the customer’s request, instead of fluorescent illumination, the frames can be
equipped with LED lights. This solution demonstrates good lightening possibility of the cabinet, uniformity
and intensity, as well as energy saving. The lower hinges design permits to regulate the speed of the doors
closure.
Because the system is modular, it can be made by individual orders in the design from one to six doors.

CISA 6

Glass systems for low temperature bonnets
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‘Push-pull’ slide opening lids for low temperature combined cabinets
and refrigerated islands
FEATURES:
Reinforced plastic frame profile
Curved tempered glass with low emission coating
‘Push-pull’ closing/opening system
Minimum maintenance labor costs

The CISA 18 frames are made of reinforced plastic. The tempered curved closing glass and low emission
coating reach high performance of the system. This coating helps to keep the temperature inside the freezer,
in this way is achieved high efficiency of the equipment operation. Horizontal covers require minimal mainte
nance in supermarkets. The push-pull system combines good look, convenience and safety for the customer.
This system is a practical and reliable product, ideal for design of any commercial refrigeration unit. The di
mensions of the push-pull slide opening lids should be agreed according the bonnet producer’s specifica
tions.
In agreement with the customer are available the different colors of the frames.
For original equipment manufacturer are available also customizable versions of flat/curved lids with pro
files around glass for installation in existing horizontal chest freezers designed according to the ‘lid’ principle.

CISA 18

We are open to partnership
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MINSK

Choosing us, you will get European quality, Italian design and full cycle
from installation to service

Advanced technologies
long experience
modern design

Е 30
FREEZA INDUSTRY FLLC
225003, Republic of Belarus,
Brest region, Brest district,
s/s Telminskiy, 9 (APK),
1,5 km to the south-east of the village Telmy-2
Tel./fax: +375 (162) 55 95 13

BREST

info@freeza-industry.by
www.freeza-industry.by
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